
With this innovating self service project which started in 2009, we 
gave full flexibility to the bank customers to execute their banking 
needs anytime, any day of the year, without limitation. 

What services do you offer your clients?
Coin and note deposit, cash dispensing, checking of account 
balances and movements, exchange coins-notes and notes-coins.

Why SCAN COIN? 
As technical supplier we offer an efficient cash management 
service, where CIT companies do not need to go to the stores to 
collect their cash. The fact that the clients come to the self service 
area to do their bank errands offers great flexibility, as they get the 
cash transaction registered to their account instantly. 
Another very important point is the machine supervisor system 
SOGE which lets you know anytime if there is a technical problem, 
if a machine needs emptying because it is full, etc.  It all leads to a 
more efficient cash handling. 
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Notes and coin: a complete service 
to deposit cash. 

Technical Specifications

It is easy to change the design 
of the touch screen.

Easy update of coin data thanks to the dongle. 
No risk of losing data or configurations.

CDS-830 has all necessary 
software  tools for your 
complete integration.

Width CDS-830 with note unit 1,085 mm

Depth CDS-830 with note unit 966 mm

Height CDS 830 1,245 mm 

Weight cds 830 with note unit 573 kg

Voltage 100-130/60 hz, 200-240 v/50 hz

Coin counting speed between 900-3500 coins /minute

Note deposit speed 7 notes per second; bundles up to 
100 notes

Capacity cash ray 90 g&d, up to 15.000 coins 
and up to 12.000  notes

Diameter range 16-30 mm

Thickness range 1.5-3.2 mm

A complete solution

With an easy-to-use touch screen and a complete software platform for full connectivity and a solution for both coin and 
note deposits, the CDS-830 enables banks to maximize the benefits of the cash deposit. 
A CDS solution means that you can benefit from intelligent logistics to process cash and free staff from manual cash 
handling tasks and offer you customers all benefits from a self-service solution. The CDS-830 is the superior model in the 
third generation CDS series from SCAN COIN and is designed to offer you  all these advantages.


